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Robot laser battle

Play 1-on-1 robot battles in epic arenas. Fight your friend or computer in exclusive challenge mode. Try to collect the shield first and use temporary resistance to take out the enemy. Player 1: Movement: Arrows, Fire: Space. Player 2: Movement: WASD, Fire: GAME CATEGORY: 2 Players, Action &amp; Arcade,
Platform Simple Games are the best! That's why we really like this game. Join a duel between two robots – you can play against your friend or solo against the CPU. Jump, dodge, shoot and use teleports to shoot the enemy before it does the same to you. Sounds simple? Well, try it yourself! Game Control: Player 1:
Arrow Keys – Move. SPACE – Fire Player 2: WASD – Movement. F – Fire ► Play robot laser battle online games. One of the many shooter games to play online in your web browser for free at KBH Games. Tagged as 2 Player Games, Action Games, Robots Games, and Shooting Games. Voted by 56 players. Other
games you may like include Robot Chonks and Requeue Robot. Not the download or installation needed to play this free game. I hope this game brings some joy in everyday life. Robot Laser Battle is a fun, crazy, shooting-based, platformer battle game for older kids/teens with single and double player modes. Here you
can guide laser firing, jumping robot /droid around a closed battlefield filled with shelves. In a fierce, one-on-one meeting, your goal is clear; Blast the enemy with a deadly laser weapon. The title of the game says it all... Robots, lasers, battles! Reasons to play this addictive, action shooter: Dash around 6 different
battlegrounds, use the terrain to your advantage, and try to outsmart your opponent with challenging maneuvers and clever combat tactics. Forget fancy weapons, power-ups and extras, this is a simple one-on-one contest where skills and cool heads prevail. Strategy to win: Jumping with all guns blazing can be exciting
to watch, but it can cause you to expertly collect-off by more calculated opponents. Be cunning and strategic in your moves! Use shelves and obstacles to your advantage, hiding behind them. Quick reactions, agile finger dexterity and good observation skills are also extremely important. How to play: Flash based,
shooting battle game for notebook, laptop and desktop PC/Mac (with some browsers). When the game is loaded for the first time, we recommend that you click the How to Play button on the home menu screen. This takes you to a short, helpful level of the tutorial where you learn key controls (Recommended for first-
time players). When you are ready to start the action for real, click the 1 or 2 players button on the main menu screen (Challenge mode is not available in version). Then you need to choose the type of opponent. If you want to play with your best friend or family member on the same computer, select Man. However, if you
want to go it alone, choose your opponent's AI (easy, medium or difficult difficulty). Then you need to choose the battleground - there are 6 different options. Then choose how many lives each robot will have in battle (3, 5, 7 or 10). In Player Mode 1, control the movement of the robot using the arrow keys or WASD keys
on your computer's keyboard. Fire up the laser weapon by pressing spacebar or F key. Note: The laser starts only when you release the Spacebar / F. In 2 player mode, player 1 uses the WASD and F keys, while player 2 uses the arrow and space keys. In each of these modes, each player loses one life when being
laser-fired by an opponent. The remaining lives are marked with robot head icons at the bottom of the game area. When one player loses his whole life, it's game over and the surviving robot is declared the winner. Enjoy the crazy action! If this Flash-based game no longer works in IE11 or Chrome on your PC/MAC, try
playing Firefox with Adobe Flash installed. Cool game, well designed, AI won't stumble too much. Getting used to shooting takes some time, and as in many games a little map knowledge works wonders. In terms of control, for two game players, the WASD player has a significant drawback because without a little fancy
fingering moving around while shooting is just that little bit harder. I suggest you remap to include the change or control keys, as they can be easily reached without changing the position of the hand or with two hands. The How to Play section is charming and well done, but it almost makes me wish you more targeted
games. Just throwing it away as an option. Overall, this is a damn solid 2 player game, which is rare, so well done. 3.25 stars from me. Customize game screen size 100% Reset Done Done
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